
 

 

Some Testimonials from users of SMITECH Gaura Walk Hydrogen Water Generators  
 
 
Testimonial No 1: 
 
I was introduced to Hydrogen Water (H2Water) by SMITECH (ASIA)  PTE LTD at a time when I 
was trying to improve my health state so that I can enjoy my retirement years 
 
After learning about the properties of this type of water, I started on a daily routine of drinking 
hydrogen water using SMITECH Gaura Walk Hydrogen Water Generator of 300ml. I soon 
realized that it is a very hassle free process to prepare and drink 300 ml of H2Water on hourly 
basis.  
 
During my weekly trekking up the Bukit Timah Hill, I find that I can now breath more easily and 
don’t run out of breath quickly like before. My fellow trekkers also noticed and commented on this 
change in me.  
 
I also noticed that my skin texture have improved without the need to use cosmetic, as previously 
I started to worry about dry and rough “old folks” skin.  
 
I also enjoy my daily brisk walk and hitting my 10,000 steps each time is never a problem. 
Some days I did more than 20,000 steps and it was never a big problem though sometimes it can 
be tiring. I just listen to my body, rest and in a short time I am back in good state of health. My 
blood pressure and oxygen level are at its best as it can be.  
 
I have also improved my BMI score. I found out in my recent medical check up that I have lost 
3kg in weight after drinking H2Water for 3 months. I look forward to be able to at least maintain 
my health state through regularly drinking H2Water so that I can enjoy a good quality of life.  
 
Experience it yourself and enjoy your retirement years with little health problems.  
 
Paul Ang, 60, Fire Safety Trainer      
 
 
 
Testimonial No 2: 
 
Molecular Hydrogen rich water therapy improved my health issues. 
 
I have a few health issues, such as Joints Pains, Rheumatoid Arthritis and Blood Pressure. 
Before, I have medicine for high blood pressure, pain and therapy with no result.  
 
I drink at least 2 litres of Molecular Hydrogen Rich Water daily from SMITECH Gaura Walk 
Hydrogen Water Generator for the last 6 months and my present health issues have improved 
tremendously.  
 
Molecular Hydrogen rich water therapy is good for my acute and chronic clinical conditions. 
 
Peter Wong, 80, Retired Businessman 


